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Labour studies once had a national and institutional focus that rarely allowed for “border crossings” that linked labour movements in different countries. A New Labour History arose that challenged both the national and institutional narratives, focusing instead on gender, occupational, racial, and regional divisions among workers. Labour Across Borders attempts to resurrect both social class analysis and the perspective of labour as a potentially liberating social force. The series features analyses that at once recognize the divisions among workers that the New Labour History examined and explore possibilities of overcoming them.
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LET ME REMIND YOU WHAT FASCISM IS. IT NEED NOT WEAR A BROWN SHIRT OR A GREEN SHIRT—IT MAY EVEN WEAR A DRESS SHIRT. FASCISM BEGINS THE MOMENT A RULING CLASS, FEARING THE PEOPLE MAY USE THEIR POLITICAL DEMOCRACY TO GAIN ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY, BEGINS TO DESTROY POLITICAL DEMOCRACY IN ORDER TO RETAIN ITS POWER OF EXPLOITATION AND SPECIAL PRIVILEGE.

—TOMMY Douglas